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The dream of every designer and user of wearables is a fully integrat-
ed, silent, flexible and comfortable haptic actuator. This dream could 
possibly be fulfilled by textile actuators. Actuating textiles could poten-
tially be excellent candidates for haptic wearables due to their unob-
trusive characteristics. See figure 1 and 2 for concept illustrations. We 
investigate textile aspects in parallel with perception towards the use 
of textile as a haptic actuator.

The dream actuator in this case is electroactive textile, a textile made 
out of yarns that actuate when an electric current is applied [1]. Since 
electroactive textile is still in development at the moment, we are ex-
ploring multiple other directions, like pneumatics (see figure 5), and 
substitutes as well. We want to continue to explore the construction and perception of 

haptic textile. The type of patterns that can be made using textile con-
struction methods makes for a large potential of structures that can 
create different types of stimuli, like shear force. We want to explore 
haptic illusions, like apparent motion and further collaborate on the re-
lation between the construction of haptic textile and sensations

Textiles are unobtrusive as they can be fitted to the body in a way that 
do not restrain the person wearing the haptic garment. By using textile 
processes like weaving, see figure 3 and knitting, see figure 4, the 
haptic yarns can be fully integrated in the construction either through-
out the garment or at specific locations. We investigate the effect of in-
tegrating haptic yarns in different types of textile constructions in order 
to produce a haptic actuator. 

Fig 7. Experiment set-up for pressure perception experiments
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We want to create a second, similar set-up for pyschophysical experi-
ments, namely to determine the spatial resolution. For this we have 
designed a sleeve with fishwire thread knitted into the textile, see 
figure 6. The fishwire threads in the sleeve are 1 cm apart and can be 
pulled on by a motor to create a pressure senstation.
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Fig 3.   Woven constructions are 
made of  least two yarn systems,-
called warp and weft, that are inter-
laced at an angle to each other. 
Each time the warp and weft yarns 
cross an interlacing point is created. 
When woven in parralel electroactive
yarn amplifies force [1].

Fig 4.  A knitted construction is typi-
cally made by interlocking loops to-
gether. The result is a  flexible fabric 
with good potential to form around 
the human body. The fabric can usu-
ally stretch more in one direction 
(course) than in the other (whale). 
Knitting and actuating electroactive 
yarn amplifies strain [1].
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Fig 5.  Pneumatic actuator integrated in 
tthe weft direction of a woven textile 
sleeve.

Fig 6.  Sleeve protoype for spatial reso-
lution experiments. (Left) closeup of 
fishingwire thread exiting the textile. 
(RIght) the sleeve when worn.
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In order to find the properties a haptic textile should have in order to 
present perceivable stimuli to possible users, we will perform experi-
ments with substitute materials. To find the parameters for a haptic 
wearable we need to perform several psychophysical experiments. 
Our first goal is to find the perception threshold  of an all around pres-
sure stimuli and there after expand to psychophysical illusions, such 
as apparent motion, and other psychophysical parameters like spatial 
resolution. We developed a set-up for the first perception experiments, 
see figure 7. In later research we want to explore other haptic stimuli 
as well.Haptic textiles consist of both yarns that actuate and traditional pas-

sive yarns. Traditionally yarns are passive in the sense they do not ac-
tuate on their own. By using actuating yarns in the manufacturing of 
textile constructions new interactions in the fabric can be studied. Fur-
thermore, each inserted haptic yarn could potentially have a different 
mode of motion so as to create different types of stimuli, which is 
something we want to investigate further.   

Fig 2.  A concept illustration of a 
sleeve for psychophysical experi-
ments.

Fig 1. Concept of a haptic feedback wearable

Candidates for actuating yarns are:
 • McKibben muscles
 • Electroactive yarns

Substitutes for perception experiments:
 • Motor actuated fishwire or ribbons
 • Vibration motors
 • Other pneumatic actuators


